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Somewhere over New Mexico–The Hawks have slipped to 10th in offensive efficiency. I think the most 

realistic way for them to improve the offense is to attempt more 3-pointers. 

The Hawks rank second in 3-point percentage (39.1). They rank 18th in 3-point rate (3-pointers attempted/field 

goals attempted) and are tied for fourth in the percentage of those 3s that are assisted (91.4).

The Hawks rank 19th in field-goal percentage on attempts from 16 to 23 feet (36.3), 3rd in attempts per game 

from that distance and 16th in the percentage of long 2s that are assisted. The Hawks rank 22nd in field-goal 

percentage at the rim (61.5), 13th in attempts per game from that distance, 10th in the percentage of baskets 

at the rim that are assisted and 13th in free-throw rate. 

The Hawks have five players who are shooting better than the league average (34.6 percent) on 3s: Jeff 

Teague (45.3 percent), Marvin Williams (44.8), Willie Green (42.9), Vladimir Radmanovic (39.7), and Joe 

Johnson (36.9).

Three of those players are shooting well above their career norms on 3-pointers: Teague (career 36.8 

percent), Williams(32.7), and Green (32.8). For two of those players there is a possible explanation for their 

sudden spike in percentage: Teague worked on his stroke all last summer (plus he’s still only , and Williams’ 

overall game is better since he had back surgery. 

So Teague, Marvin, Green, Vlad Rad and Joe should all put up more 3s. Kirk Hinrich should join them. He’s 

shooting just 31.8 percent on 3-pointers but that’s with only 22 attempts; his career mark is 38 percent.

Considering both their personnel and their proclivities, it seems to me the easiest simplest way for the Hawks 

to improve their offensive efficiency is for the right guys to shoot more 3s (especially if they shoot more 3s 

instead of long 2s). I doubt any of my blog people this group has it in them to score more at the basket, earn 

more free-throw attempts, collect more offensive rebounds or do anything else that could lead to better 

offense.

But shooting more 3s? The can do that because they are pretty good at creating open attempts and they have 

several guys who can make them.

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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